NRE kit components include certified new or rebuilt NPOWER Power Assemblies, emission injectors and a new six pass aftercooler. Optional equipment includes turbocharger or engine blower. These kits not only increase engine life, but by reducing air box temperature, it allows the engine to perform more efficiently thereby reducing emission output and fuel consumption.

As one of the few suppliers of Tier 0 Plus Emission kits, NRE is leading the industry in both quality and performance.
Built to NRE specifications and standards.

NPOWER POWER ASSEMBLIES
- All new assembly components thereby increasing engine life

EMISSION INJECTOR
Designed specifically to reduce emissions

NEW SIX PASS AFTERCOOLER
- Improved design aftercooler
- Reduction in air box temperature allowing the engine to perform more efficiently thereby reducing emission output and fuel consumption

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
BUILT TO NRE SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS.

ASK ABOUT NRE’S ELECTRONIC INJECTION EMISSION KITS.